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Master tarot deck astrology answers meanings

Tarot enthusiasts, beginners intrigued by Tarot who are just getting started and even advanced readers will enjoy these fun and insightful spreads that can offer both clarity and guidance in our daily lives. Read on to discover more! Here they are – Astrology Answers' Top 5 Tarot Spreads! 1. Daily Tarot 1-Card Draw We would all like a little guidance on what kind of day we will have. Is it going to be a good
day? Bad day? Somewhere in between? Something special to look out for? When it comes to daily tarot card spreads, there are two good questions you can concentrate on: What will my day be like? How do I respond to my day? This depends entirely on whether you want to go through the day with a reactive or neutral approach. This is a good spread for beginners because it consists of only one card -
but one card can provide a wealth of knowledge! It is also very good for previously to warn us about what is to come - preparation can make the world different in our daily lives. What to do: Shunt the cards and focus on your question. When it seems right to stop, place the cards face down and cut the deck twice with your left hand so that it makes three stacks. Stack them again from the pile on the right to
the pile on the left. Drag the first tab from the top and turn it over. Using a combination of intuitive reading and card familiarity (or whatever works best for you) analyze the card to see how your day will go. Note: Of course you can mix however it works for you, but for anyone who is not sure how to do it, you can definitely try the method as written above. For example: Let's say I pull the Hermit as my daily
card. If I had asked 'What will my day be like?' this tells me that my day may be quite lonely and there might be time to think a lot about the topic or topics. There can also be a man who expresses qualities like the Hermit who can have a significant impact on my day. I may have to give someone guidance or vice versa. If I'd asked how do I respond to my day? cards could advise me to be thoughtful and
thoughtful in response to my situations. This could indicate things that could be challenging throughout the day. Things can be a bit difficult and the cards might be advising me to take the time for my own wellbeing. 2. Positives &amp; Negatives 3-Card Spread We might want to find out a little more details about how our day (or week) can turn out so that positive and negative spreads can be very useful.
This is a three-card spread. The best question to ask is: What will be positive and negative my day / week? What to do: Shuffle cards and cut as usual. This time take three cards from the top of the scrambled deck. Present them as follows: Card 1: Positive Card 2: Negative Card 3: Tip for Me For example: Let's say I pulled a page of sticks for positive, king petocuts in the negative and Ace sticks as advice.
The wand page can that I might have a lot of creative energy and in the day/week for which I asked; there can be a positive message from someone regarding my creativity - or even a message from someone I'm attracted to/ that I'm attracted to. They can feel particularly energetic which could lead to better health and exercise. Or someone can come into my life which is very much a site of Wands-ish and
help make things better for me somehow. The King of Pentacles in the negative could represent a man, perhaps older who is financially well-off, who can negatively affect my life. Or it could mean that my finances could become particularly rocky. Some instability is suggested. Ace sticks as advice tells me that I should be brave and fearless and not allow anxieties to burden me (especially financial, as
indicated by the king of the pentagon). Since Wands energy has appeared in both tips and positives, this tells me that I will be required to have a certain kind of energy and I am encouraged to go for it and not hold back. 3. Past, present and future 3-card spread A Past, Present and Future reading may give us greater insight into how our current situation can be influenced by the past and how it can
manifest itself in the future. You can ask any question with this expansion, whether it is related to work, relationships, health, finances or just in general. What to do: Mix the cards as normal and cut. Present three cards as follows: Card 1: Past Card 2: Current Card 3: Future For example: Let's say I asked: What will my love life be like in the future? For the past, I got six cups. For the present, I got 10
swords. I got 10 cups for the future. What this reading would tell me is that I may still be sticking to the relationships of the past (6 Cups) and still suffer the pain of breaking (10 swords) to the point where I find myself stuck in limbo in terms of relationships, unable to move on or move forward, possibly because of unresolved issues or because of a wound lying deep inside me. The future points to 10 Cups,
which is a map of happiness and joy in relationships – however, I would also take this card as a warning. Like the Cup there is nothing tangible or real about this future; It may be me always dreaming of the perfect future relationship, but which I may never achieve, not unless I face the problems of my past and heal the wound in my present. 4. Major Arcana Big Decisions 3-Card Spread For this spread, you
need to remove all Minor Arcana cards and keep only Major Arcana. This is an interesting kind of expansion. Major Arcana cards can give us insight into deeper topics running through our lives and also let us know what's coming next and what's beyond our control. As with the previous spread, any question can be asked here. It's the kind of spread you can use for questions that can be on a larger scale,
as opposed to everyday questions. For example, with spreads including Minor Arcana, it would also be a daily question: How will mine at work to be? For Major Arcan of expansion like this, the following questions would be appropriate: What is the fundamental theme of my relationship? What happens to me in the next three or six months? What happens if I decide to go to a new job? How can I beat my
money anxieties? What is the main cause of my low self-esteem? What to do: Shuffle cards as usual. Get three cards off the deck. Lay them all in front of you, side by side in line For example: Let's say I asked a broad question as opposed to a specific one. What happens to me in the next three months? I withdraw wheel of fortune, death and strength. All three of these maps of Major Arcana indicate a
change. Wheel of Fortune represents a change in circumstances; The Death tab is a sweeping change that will happen no matter what I do or don't do; The Power card represents the inner strength that may be required of me to see this change through. This may seem negative to some (people usually don't like change), but it doesn't have to be at all. In fact, wheel of fortune (upright) in expansion often
indicates a happy change in circumstances. I would read this as if I might be stuck in a current situation that makes me unhappy, but from which I cannot free myself. The Death and Power card would be the universe that would free me while the Wheel represented my change in wealth and circumstance as a result. 5. Romantic feelings 6-card spread This is a 6-card spread and a little more advanced. Once
you've mastered the others, you might want to try this one. It's a romantic feeling to spread, so if you're interested in how your crush or partner feels about you, it's good to do so. What to do: Shudder the cards and lay them as follows so that it looks like an upside-down pyramid: Cards 1-3 (side by side): What do they feel for me Maps 4-5 (side by side): How card 6 sees me: What I should do For example:
Let's say I pulled knight sticks, Asa Cups and 10 Pentacles for feelings. Then, I withdraw the Empress and the Queen of Wands. Then, for the last card, I pull the Ace wand. I'd take this spread as a positive! Knight of Wands would represent physical/sexual attraction, the Asa Cup, stirring emotional feelings and (perhaps most importantly) 10 Pentacles, which tells me that a person is interested in something
long-term. (Of course, because of the arguments, we could always turn it on its head and say that 10 Pentacles represent that they themselves — though I'm attracted to them — but in a committed relationship, which could refer to readings based on people we don't know too well or admire from afar; intuitive reading would help here, but if you're still insecure, it's best to make a clarification by expanding by
asking what 10 Pentacles mean in this context.) Empress and queen of sticks for how they see me – very positive, attractive and lively that stands out in the crowd for them. This is a great combination to get in terms of how someone sees you. Ace sticks as advice screams Go ahead! Ace is all about potential and Wand's fire energy, so calling them out or for their phone number or just hitting up the
conversation will be the best advice here. Happy Tarot Reading! So that's it! Astrology replies 'Top 5 Tarot expands! If you're new to Tarot, you can always use one of our free online tarot readings to get some practice, or check out our Tarot Card meaning dictionary if you want to look further into a specific card. Continue your tarot journey: Learn more about Tarot here! You may also be interested in the
following article
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